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International Development Association

Credit Highlights

Issuer Credit Rating

Foreign Currency

AAA/Stable/A-1+

Overview

Enterprise risk profile Financial risk profile

Strong record of fulfilling its development-focused role Extremely strong capitalization supported by ongoing replenishments

underpins extremely strong financial risk profile

Concessional lending and support to low-income countries not easily

replaceable by other MLIs or the private sector

Significant equity buffer and preferred creditor treatment offsets the

lower average credit quality of its diversified loan exposures

Long record of member support, and lending throughout economic

cycles underpins extremely strong enterprise profile

Building presence in capital markets and solid funding ratios

Diverse group of government members and robust risk-management

practices

Well-managed policies support a strong liquidity buffer

In our view, the International Development Association's (IDA) shareholder support is unparalleled, reflected by

consistent donor replenishments that support its unique role in providing financing to lower-income countries on

concessional terms. IDA20 replenishment was launched one year early, to commence in fiscal year 2023, and the

IDA19 implementation period was frontloaded and shortened to two years (fiscal year 2021-fiscal year 2022) to

augment its response to overlapping challenges from the COVID-19 pandemic, the food and fuel crisis, and the war in

Ukraine. IDA19 and IDA20 are each supported by at least $23.5 billion in donor contributions, with IDA20 reflecting a

historic financing package of $93 billion.

We believe IDA will continue to manage its capital prudently, which, combined with large equity buffers and robust

donor support, somewhat counterbalances higher risk in its lending book. IDA's risk-adjusted capital ratio of 69% is

one of the highest in the sector. While IDA introduced market debt into its funding during its IDA18 replenishment, we
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expect this will complement and not substitute its development-focused financing to lower income countries on more

flexible terms, largely financed by donor contributions.

We believe IDA has been effectively leveraging on the hybrid financing model introduced in IDA18. The hybrid

financing model has enabled IDA to significantly mobilize its resources from capital market borrowings. Through the

hybrid financing model, IDA has been able to noticeably increase the proportion of mobilization, whereby 75% of the

IDA20 replenishment was funded from resources other than partner contributions (IDA19 abd IDA18: around 70%)

from 40%-50% in the six previous replenishments before the IDA18.

Outlook

The stable outlook on the International Development Association (IDA) signals that we do not see risks to its credit

quality that represent a greater than one-in-three chance we would lower our rating in the next two years. We expect

IDA to continue delivering on its mandate while maintaining one of the strongest capital ratios among multilateral

lending institutions (MLIs).

Downside scenario

We could lower the rating if IDA takes on liabilities that would lower its risk-adjusted capital (RAC) ratio after

adjustments to below 23%. Additionally, we could consider a downgrade amid unexpected deterioration in its liquidity

and funding, or if delays in payments of donor replenishments increase materially. We continue to assume that IDA

will execute its policy mandate through grants and concessional lending and members do not have the appetite for a

multilateral debt-relief program for borrowers that does not compensate IDA, which could weigh on the rating.

Environmental, Social, And Governance

IDA has an institutional mandate to eradicate extreme poverty and boost shared prosperity. Its environmental and

social focus is therefore at the core of its mandate and underpins member support. The key themes reinforced in the

IDA20 replenishment include climate change; gender; fragility, conflict, and violence; governance and institutions;

jobs; and economic transformation.

Countries eligible for IDA funds are the world's poorest countries. IDA loans to the poorest countries in Africa

represent 48% of loans outstanding and 79% of loan commitments and guarantees made in the first quarter of fiscal

year 2023. South Asia represents the next largest, with 34% of loans outstanding and 19% of loan commitments and

guarantees. Based on the level of economic development, these countries tend to have higher environmental risks and

social needs. Thus, the credit activities IDA undertakes may be subject to higher ESG opportunities and impact.

Of IDA's portfolio, 79% (fiscal year 2022) goes toward financing investment projects across multiple sectors, including

capital-intensive, institution-building, agriculture, service delivery credit, and community-based development. Grant

delivery is also a key part of its business—82% of its fiscal quarter one 2023 grants were provided to countries in

Africa, demonstrating its social mission.

The institution shares the same goals and rigorous environmental and social standards as the International Bank for
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Reconstruction and Development (IBRD). These standards govern the eligibility of projects and include robust

environmental and social accountability mechanisms that investigate community complaints of harm with regard to

projects financed by IDA, or noncompliance with environmental and social policies and procedures of IBRD and IDA.

IDA has also incorporated various lending programs to support its members as they face climate shocks, including the

catastrophic deferred drawdown option to support countries' ability to plan and manage crises, and a crisis response

window to support countries' crisis response efforts. These programs complement IDA's lending activities, which

follow the World Bank climate change action plans and support climate mitigation and adaption projects.

We view IDA's governance and management as a strength to the rating, given the comparative diversity in its member

base and strong governance standards (in line with IBRD). According to external assessments, IDA is perceived as one

of the most efficient aid institutions by member countries.

Rationale

Enterprise risk profile: Strong record of fulfilling Its development-focused role

Policy importance: Directs activities toward borrowers who are not serviced by private-sector entities or the main

lending window of most MLIs. Although IDA is not the only concessional window in the MLI asset class, it exceeds

the next-size windows by a considerable multiple. Other institutions could not easily replicate IDA's activities. IDA's

products are different than those of its sister institution, IBRD. Seventy-five member countries are eligible for funds, as

of Dec 31, 2022. Aside from concessional loans, IDA extends some non-concessional loans at rates similar to IBRD;

those loans are only given to members IDA deems fiscally sustainable.

IDA-only countries that are at risk of becoming fiscally distressed are eligible for partial or full grant funding depending

on the World Bank-IMF analysis of their debt sustainability risks. Under the IDA20 replenishment cycle, countries

with moderate risk of debt distress will receive highly concessional loans with zero interest charge and a 50 year

maturity in lieu of a partial grant, thus maintaining the same level of concessionality while balancing a more efficient

capital utilization.

Eligibility to borrow from IDA on the most favorable conditions is based on a sovereign, among other factors:

• Having gross national income per capita below an established threshold and is updated annually (set at US$1,255

for fiscal year 2023), and

• Not being able to access IBRD.

Frequent capital replenishments reflect solid membership support for IDA. Capital replenishments generally happen

on a three-year cycle. IDA has had 24 regular replenishments over 60 years, of which 19 have been on a regular

three-year cycle. The amount of commitments in every cycle is closely linked to the amount of resources made

available to it within a given replenishment. Disbursements are, on average, made on a nine-year cycle. Growth in

replenishments has been steady, averaging 10% per year over the past 50 years, although not every donor has

contributed at every replenishment stage. We believe these recurring capital injections, which by far outweigh any

other MLI, are a sign of strong member commitment. We expect IDA's unique nature to continue offering an attractive
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developmental proposition for further injections.

IDA's board approved historic IDA20 replenishment package of $93 billion on March 31, 2022. This financing

package covering the period of fiscal year 2023-fiscal year 2025 is directed to help low-income countries respond to

the COVID-19 crisis, rising conflicts and climate risks, and recoup development losses, and build back better. The

IDA20 replenishment was advanced by one year, and the previous IDA19 replenishment was frontloaded and reduced

to a two-year cycle. Furthermore, the IDA19 commitment authority was increased by US$1 billion to support Ukraine,

a country without eligibility for IDA financing, on an exceptional basis.

The institution has a considerably sized lending book, with a $54 billion policy package to support COVID-19.

Outstanding loans declined by 2% reaching $174 billion for fiscal year 2022, mainly as a result of currency translation

losses. Disbursements continued to remain high in fiscal year 2022 at $21 billion, in line with fiscal year 2020 and fiscal

year 2021 at $21 billion and $23 billion, respectively, largely reflecting IDA's COVID response.

IDA is supporting private sector catalyzation in IDA-only countries, with a focus on fragile and conflict affected states,

which we believe supports its unique role. IDA continues to build on capital market funding and its private-sector

window (PSW), introduced in IDA18, through which IDA will enhance collaboration with World Bank Group members

International Finance Corp. (IFC) and Multilateral Investment Guarantee Agency, and is expected to deploy $2.5

billion to support private-sector investment in IDA countries over the IDA20 period. As of the end of September 2022,

$991 million had been utilized out of the commitments made over IDA18-20. We expect IDA's main products will

remain its concessional lending products to sovereign members.

IDA's two debt write-off programs are fully donor funded. Within a broader context of international debt relief

initiatives, IDA engages in the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) Initiative and the Multilateral Debt Relief

Initiative (MDRI). MDRI was funded by a dedicated dollar-for-dollar equity replenishment outside the three-year cycle,

while HIPC is funded within the cycles. The write-offs were conditional on program criteria. To be eligible for relief,

borrowers must be in good standing with respect to all eligible debt repayments. Their size was significant; cumulative

debt-relief represent almost one-quarter of IDA's total exposures. To address the risk that sovereigns could see similar

debt problems reemerging, they receive their assistance wholly or mainly in the form of grants if they are deemed at

risk of fiscal distress. Grants, like debt write-offs, are funded by new IDA donor contributions.

We calculate IDA's arrears ratio at 0.8% with financial information as of June 2022, consistent with strong preferred

creditor treatment (PCT). Sudan cleared all of its overdue principal and charges to the IDA in March 2021 and was

restored to accrual status. In June 2021, Sudan also reached Decision Point under the HIPC debt relief initiative and

became eligible for $114 million in debt relief. As a result, IDA recorded a $114 million provision for losses under HIPC

on Sudan's outstanding loans during that period. Borrowers currently in nonaccrual with IDA include Eritrea, Syria,

and Zimbabwe.
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Chart 1

Governance and management expertise: Sound governance and risk management balance higher
credit risk than peers because of its mandate.

IDA shares its governance and management with IBRD, to a significant extent, with a structure we believe has very

high standards and will underpin sound decision-making. The top-five member countries account for 34.1% of the total

voting power:

• The U.S. (9.9%),

• Japan (8.3%),

• The U.K. (6.8%),

• Germany (5.3%), and

• France (3.8%).

The U.S. has less voting power than it has in IBRD (15.8% at the end of June 2022). As with other World Bank Group

institutions, IDA has an article of agreement that we view as equivalent to a treaty, and IDA enjoys the same tax

exemptions as IBRD. No members have withdrawn from IDA, and members' payments of replenishments have

generally been timely and in full.
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We view IDA's financial and risk management policies as robust and conservative. It revised key policies following

the shift in its funding model during IDA18. This included updating its capital adequacy framework and liquidity policy,

as well as introducing single borrow limits in its lending activities.

We believe the association's operational activities are supported by the depth of experience of IDA's management and

long record. During fiscal year 2019, the World Bank Group changed leadership. David Malpass was appointed

president of the World Bank Group effective April 9, 2019, and plans to step down on June 30, 2023, a year before his

term is set to end. While it is common to occasionally have changes in senior management, we expect this will be a

smooth process, underscoring the breadth of the professional bench of management at IDA and its consistent policy

history through personnel changes.

Chart 2

Financial risk profile: Extremely strong capitalization and robust liquidity underpin the financial risk
profile.

Capital adequacy: Capitalization supported by ongoing replenishments. As of fiscal year 2022, IDA's RAC ratio was

extremely high compared with other MLIs. The RAC calculation incorporates all parameters as of Feb. 8, 2023. The

main adjustment in IDA's RAC is its single-name exposure, essentially offset by the benefit that accrues from PCT.

Capitalization is supported by very high levels of equity, as IDA still has very little debt and receives regular equity

replenishments. The RAC ratio was 69% as of fiscal year 2022, slightly lower than 70% for the prior fiscal year, mainly

because of a slight drop in capital as IDA reported $9.1 billion accumulated comprehensive losses during the year. The
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growth in exposures remained largely unchanged during the year (counterbalanced partially with donor paid-in

contributions).

While IDA has exposure to borrowers with lower credit quality, it has comparatively low nonaccruals. The bulk of

IDA's exposures is to sovereigns within purpose-related or treasury portfolios. The association lends largely in Africa,

which accounts for 48% of its outstanding loans, followed by South Asia (34%), and East Asia and Pacific (11%).

Europe and Central Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean, and the Middle East and North Africa account for the

remainder.

IDA strives to ensure basic financial sustainability. Concessional loans and grant disbursements are funded by equity

increases, concessional loans from members, IBRD transfers, and loan reflows. Any distributions that are accounted

for as expenses (debt-relief and grants) are matched by increases in equity, rather than income, which partly explains

the consistent accounting net losses. The revenue from guarantee fees, service, and interest charges is intended to

cover operating expenses--and can be covered by charging a commitment fee if it does not. IDA reported net income

of $12 million in 2022 compared with losses reported in the last two years. During fiscal year 2022, the unrealized gain

from derivatives portfolio increased by 1.3x. IDA also benefited from positive movement in currency translation

adjustment which increased by $883 million during the year.

Table 1

IDA RACF (Risk-Adjusted Capital Framework) Data: June 2022

(Mil. $) Exposure

S&P Global Ratings

RWA

Average S&P Global Ratings

RW (%)

Credit risk

Government and central banks 238,341 275,234 115

Institutions 22,082 4,762 22

Corporate

Retail

Securitization 168 34 20

Other assets 110 157 143

Total credit risk 260,701 280,187 107

Credit valuation adjustment

Total credit valuation adjustment

Market risk

Equity in the banking book

Trading book market risk

Total market risk

Operational risk

Total operational risk 6,347

Risk transfer mechanisms

Risk transfer mechanisms RWA

RWA before MLI Adjustments 286,533 100

MLI adjustments

Single name (on corporate exposures) 0 0

Sector (on corporate portfolio) 0 0
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Table 1

IDA RACF (Risk-Adjusted Capital Framework) Data: June 2022 (cont.)

(Mil. $) Exposure

S&P Global Ratings

RWA

Average S&P Global Ratings

RW (%)

Geographic -21,220 -8

Preferred creditor treatment (on sovereign exposures) -108,462 -39

Preferential treatment (on FI and corporate exposures) -179 -4

Single name (on sovereign exposures) 102,585 37

Total MLI adjustments -27,275 -10

RWA after MLI adjustments 259,258 90

Total adjusted capital S&P Global Ratings RAC Ratio

(%)

Capital ratio before adjustments 178,346 62.2

Capital ratio after adjustments 178,346 68.8

MLI--Multilateral lending institutions. RW--Risk weight.

RWA--Risk-weighted assets.

Chart 3

Funding and liquidity

Funding: Building capital market presence. IDA introduced the hybrid financing model as a part of IDA18 which

included market debt long with capital contributions from its members. Since IDA's inaugural bond in April 2018, a

U.S. dollar-denominated global bond of $1.5 billion; it has raised around $27 billion across five markets, and during

fiscal 2022 raised more than $9.4 billion through seven public benchmarks. In January 2022, IDA also issued its

longest dated transaction of €2 billion 20-year Sustainable Development Bond maturing in January 2042. As of end of

September 2022, borrowings marginally decreased to $21.4 billion ($21.9 billion as of June 30, 2021) as most of the

major currencies depreciated against the U.S. dollar during the period. Our calculated funding ratios indicate that IDA
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does not have a funding gap below the one-year horizon; and its assets exceed its liabilities at all horizons up to five

years.

Liquidity: Ample liquidity comfortably covering six- and 12-month liabilities. IDA's liquidity policy is to hold

minimum liquidity equal to 80% of projected outflows over the coming 24 months. Our calculation of IDA's liquidity

incorporates stressed market conditions and assumes no market access. Under these conditions, we conclude that

IDA's liquid assets are sufficient to service its limited borrowing and maintain operations through the next year without

slowing the pace of planned disbursements. According to our calculations, IDA's liquidity ratio assuming scheduled

disbursements was 2.43x at the six-month horizon and 1.56x at the one-year horizon as of June 30, 2022. However,

under this same stress scenario, IDA may need to spread out an unforeseen increase in potential disbursements while

meeting other obligations.

Chart 4

Extraordinary shareholder support

IDA has no callable capital, so the long-term issuer credit rating reflects our assessment of IDA's stand-alone credit

profile at 'AAA'.

Table 2

The International Development Association Selected Indicators

2022 2021 2020 2019 2018

ENTERPRISE PROFILE

Policy importance

Total purpose-related exposure (loans, equity, etc.) (Mil. $) 180,580 184,010 167,743 158,759 151,847

Public-sector (including sovereign-guaranteed)

loans/purpose-related exposure (%)

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
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Table 2

The International Development Association Selected Indicators (cont.)

2022 2021 2020 2019 2018

Private-sector loans/purpose-related exposures (%) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Gross loan growth (%) -1.9 9.7 5.6 4.3 5.5

Preferred creditor treatment ratio (%) 0.8 0.8 1.6 1.9 1.9

Governance and management expertise

Share of votes controlled by eligible borrower member countries

(%)

14.7 15.0 15.4 28.0 28.0

Concentration of top two shareholders (%) 18.2 18.4 18.6 18.5 18.5

Eligible callable capital (mil. curr) N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A

FINANCIAL RISK PROFILE

Capital and earnings

RAC ratio (%) 68.8 70.0 76.0 81.7 80.8

Net interest income/average net loans (%) 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.2

Net income/average shareholders' equity (%) 0.0 -0.2 -0.7 -4.1 -3.2

Impaired loans and advances/total loans (%) 0.5 0.5 1.3 1.6 1.7

Liquidity ratios

Liquid assets/adjusted total assets (%) 18.4 17.3 17.7 17.5 17.7

Liquid assets/gross debt (%) 123.1 133.8 178.8 322.6 501.0

Liquidity coverage ratio (with planned disbursements):

Six months (net derivate payables) (x) 2.4 2.7 2.2 3.0 3.8

12 months (net derivate payables) (x) 1.6 1.7 1.6 2.0 2.6

12 months (net derivate payables) including 50% of all

undisbursed loans (x)

0.8 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.0

Funding ratios

Gross debt/adjusted total assets (%) 15.0 12.9 9.9 5.4 3.5

Short-term debt (by remaining maturity)/gross debt (%) 17.3 16.7 29.6 18.8 N.M.

Static funding gap (with planned disbursements)

12 months (net derivate payables) (x) 2.7 2.4 2.7 2.6 2.8

SUMMARY BALANCE SHEET

Total assets (mil. $) 220,014 219,324 199,472 188,553 206,330

Total liabilities (Mil. $) 41,346 38,448 31,301 25,571 42,385

Shareholders' equity (Mil. $) 178,668 180,876 168,171 162,982 163,945

Source: S&P Global Ratings.

Table 3

The International Development Association Peer Comparison

The International

Development

Association

International Bank for

Reconstruction and

Development

African

Development

Bank

Asian

Development

Bank

Inter-American

Development Bank

Issuer credit ratings AAA/Stable/A-1+ AAA/Stable/A-1+ AAA/Stable/A-1+ AAA/Stable/A-1+ AAA/Stable/A-1+
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Table 3

The International Development Association Peer Comparison (cont.)

The International

Development

Association

International Bank for

Reconstruction and

Development

African

Development

Bank

Asian

Development

Bank

Inter-American

Development Bank

Total

purpose-related

exposure (mil.$ )

180,580 235,723 31,830 140,017 109,567

Preferred creditor

treatment ratio (%)

0.8 0.7 1.2 0.2 1.9

Risk adjusted capital

ratio (%)

68.8 25.8 23.9 31.1 22.1

Liquidity ratio 12

months (net

derivative payables;

%)

1.6 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.5

Funding gap 12

months (net

derivative payables;

%)

2.7 1.5 1.2 1.1 1.3

Source: S&P Global Ratings. Note: For IDA and IBRD: All data as of fiscal year-2022. AfDB: PRE as of end-Dec 2021 and all other data as of

end-June 2022; For ADB: PRE and PCT ratio as of end-Dec 2021 and all other ratios as of end-June 2022; For IADB: All data as of end-December

2021.

Ratings Score Snapshot

Enterprise risk profile: Extremely Strong

• Policy importance: Very Strong

• Governance and management expertise: Strong

Financial risk profile: Extremely Strong

• Capital adequacy: Extremely Strong

• Funding and liquidity: Strong
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International Development Association

Issuer Credit Rating

Foreign Currency AAA/Stable/A-1+

Commercial Paper

Foreign Currency A-1+

Senior Unsecured A-1+

Senior Unsecured AAA

Issuer Credit Ratings History

21-Sep-2016 Foreign Currency AAA/Stable/A-1+

*Unless otherwise noted, all ratings in this report are global scale ratings. S&P Global Ratings’ credit ratings on the global scale are comparable

across countries. S&P Global Ratings’ credit ratings on a national scale are relative to obligors or obligations within that specific country. Issue and

debt ratings could include debt guaranteed by another entity, and rated debt that an entity guarantees.
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